COURSE OUTLINE

COURSE PREFIX and NUMBER: SPA 112  
CREDIT HOURS: 3

COURSE TITLE: Conversational Spanish II

PREREQUISITES: Prerequisite SPA 102.

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Emphasizes the spoken language, stressing fluency and correctness of structure, pronunciation, and vocabulary.

CONTENT:

A. En la ciudad de Mexico: asking directions, getting around by taxi/bus, shopping, bank/post office/telegrams, sport events, using the telephone, museums/monuments
B. La America, Central y del Sur: radio/television/ movies, Buenos Aires/Andes, traveling by boat, emergency situations—doctor/dentist/police

GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVES: Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to:

A. Review/practice of grammatical principles covered in 1st semester
B. Principles of pronoun formation and usage
C. Principles of command forms
D. Enhancement of listening and speaking skills through situational exercises and spontaneous dramatizations